
Updates to Information listed in Route Guide

As of March 2012

Do Not Call:

Page Name of lodging facility

4 Fujiya R. 

12 There is no temple accomodation available

19 Kaifu-so

27-b Misaki R. 

29-b Inomisaki Onsen H. 

32 M. Hassen

42 High Plaza Uchiko

49-a Costa-blanca

50 Miyoshi R. 

52-a H. Tachibana

52-a H. Tachibana Bekkan

53-a No. 61 – No temple accomodation available 

56 Kenko no yakata Toyo kanko

57 B.R Kyogoku

62 Sakaguchi-ya



(as of May 2012, provided by a Dutch couple) 

Map 3, right: there is a coffee shop just south of the post office in grid 2H(orizontal from left)2V(ertical from top)

Map 6: there are some budget hotels in Tokushima which might be worth mentioning: Higashi Senba, 088-626-0818, 
Echihisa, 088-623-6081, May Up, 088-655-5757

Map 8, insert: the phone number of Sakamoto is incorrect, should be: 0885442110

Map 16, insert: the phone number of NiJuSanShi Onsen is incorrect, should be: 0887321210

Map 26, left: there is a floating seafood restaurant about 1 km east of Sakauchi Tenmangu

Map 27-b: there is a coffee shop in grid 3h2v about 300m north of post office; Misaki Ryokan seems out of business

Map 29-a: grid 3h4v: there is a restaurant at Saga Onsen, where the rest hut is indicated

Map 29-b: Minshuku Sakaue seems out of business; there is a coffeeshop in grid 3h4v 500m west of the Inomisaki tunnel

Map 30: there is a coffee shop in grid 1h3v 500m east of the Osaka tunnel

Map 34 right: Shimizugawa so is not recommended, dirty and below basic…

Map 37a: there is a coffee shop in grid 3h5v just above the word 'Beach'

Map 41-b: Hotel river is a love hotel

Map 45: in grid 2h4v there is a minshuku: Touri An 0892-21-1075, just in the 'island' between the green and red routes

Map 49-c: Asahi-ya R. seems out of business

Map 58 right: there is a coffee shop in grid 3h4v where the 2.7 is printed

Map 61 insert: tel nr of Riverside hotel should be 0877-75-1880

Map 61 right: Chitose R. is not recommended; sleep is impossible because of very frequent trains

Map 62 left: going from Iyadaniji to Kaiganji, the descent has been the most difficult of the whole trip; not recommended

Map 62 right: there is a coffee shop opposite the parking lot at Zentsuji

Map 66 left: there is a coffee shop in grid 3h1v just above the left larger lake

Map 68 left: Hotel nr. 1 should be included in grid 3h4v

It might be a good idea to mention that a diploma is given at the Maeyama Ohenro Koryu Salon and that one can be 
bought for 4000Y at temple 88

Map 72 left: H. Ocean is a love hotel

Map 74-b: the map might be a bit more extensive, showing also the Choishimichi from ryokan Nakagawa in Kudoyama to 
Koyasan

---


